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The Challenge

Modern science and engineering disciplines
make extensive use of computer simulations. As
these simulations increase in size and detail, the
computational costs of naive algorithms often grow
faster than can be accommodated even with the
largest parallel computing resources available today.
Improving the efﬁciency of algorithms for these
problems requires the use of sophisticated modeling
techniques that vary resolution as needed, coupled
with sparse and adaptive solution methods that vary
computational effort in time and space.
The distribution of work and data in such algorithms
cannot be characterized a priori because these
quantities are input-dependent and evolve with the
computation itself. Algorithms with these properties
are said to be irregular, and pose problems for highperformance parallel implementations, where equal
distribution of work over processors and locality of
reference are required within each processor.
To obtain high-performance for irregular parallel
algorithms, we are trying to integrate several levels
of the algorithm development and implementation
process. First, we are concerned with how irregular
parallel algorithms can best be expressed in modern
programming languages. Next, given a form in which
irregular parallelism is speciﬁed, how can we translate
this to an efﬁcient parallel execution strategy. And
ﬁnally, how can we maximize the performance of our
approach on different target parallel architectures.

The Approach

How are Irregular Algorithms Expressed? We
generalize data parallelism to nested data parallelism,
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because this yields a succinct and expressive
mechanism for the expression of irregular parallel
computations. The central concept of data parallelism
is the application of an operation to all elements of
a collection. In nested data parallelism, the elements
of a collection may themselves be collections, and
the operation may itself be data parallel. This enables
the simple expression of parallel operations on
irregular domains such as graphs and trees. We are
investigating the expression of nested data parallelism
in performance-oriented programming languages such
as Fortran (Fortran 95/HPF) and object-oriented
languages such as Java.
How Can Irregular Algorithms be Executed
in Parallel? We are pursuing two approaches: (1)

Nested data-parallel constructs in Fortran-95, and two implementation strategies expressed on
the program dependence graph. Left: Multithreading of outer construct and serialization of the
inner construct, leading to potential load imbalance and loss of concurrency, but high locality.
Right: Flattening of nested data-parallel constructs into vector operations with full load balance,
but potential loss of locality.

multithreading with run-time thread scheduling for
load balance, and (2) ﬂattening nested parallelism
through compilation techniques that create vector
operations preserving the available parallelism and
total work to within a constant factor. Load-balanced
parallel execution of the individual vector operations
requires minimal run-time support. With both
approaches, we are concerned with increasing the
efﬁciency and decreasing the memory requirements of
the resulting programs.
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